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ABSTRACT
Real time IoT analytics remains a challenging problem due to the distributed nature of the analytics platform (comprising sensors, edge server(s), and actuators), which raises three fundamental challenges of (i) how to map computations to a distributed and heterogeneous compute fabric, (ii) how to communicate multi-Gbps of data wirelessly between sensors and edge servers for high analytics accuracy, and (iii) how to effectively share the communication channel between multiple sensor-edge network streams. To meet these challenges, we envision an analytics platform that will tightly couple the application stack, the network stack, and emerging networking technologies, namely mmWave wireless and programmable switches, to meet both the computation and communication demands for real time IoT analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems comprising sensors, such as cameras, and actuators have become ubiquitous, capturing and generating large amounts of data every second. However, analyzing all that data and generating an appropriate response in real time remains a challenging problem. To ground this discussion in a specific context (which we detail in § 2.1), consider two application contexts. In the first, we are generating high bandwidth video that will be used in an AR/VR setting while in the second, we are getting a hybrid mix of sensor data from manufacturing equipment and, in aggregation, the sensor stream consumes high bandwidth. In both cases, the analytics system has to process the sensor streams and provide results under strict latency bounds. In the first, the result is to show different scenes to the user; in the second, the result could be to idle the machine to prevent a breakdown.

The challenge to supporting these application scenarios is that sensors are typically computation and power constrained, and hence one has to offload a part or whole of the analysis onto servers; we will consider "edge servers" that are closer to the sensor data, rather than traditional servers in datacenters. This, in turn, means that for real time analytics, the analytics platform must run very fast "sense-communicate-actuate" loops between the sensors, the edge servers, and the actuators. However, there are three fundamental challenges in designing such a platform.

First, the distributed nature of the computation between the sensors and the edge servers means that the network is on the critical path. Further, the communication channel needs to be shared between multiple network streams originating at different sensors. These streams have different bandwidth, latency, and reliability requirements, and more crucially, these requirements change dynamically. Also, the bandwidth at the edge is typically constrained, with each edge server serving streams from multiple sensors, resulting in many-to-one communication, also called Incast, which is known to cause network congestion that is very hard to handle, often resulting in throughput collapse [7].

Second, the need for very high analytics accuracy requires multi-Gbps of data to be communicated from the sensors to the edge servers [18, 21]. Millimeter-wave (mmWave)
wireless has emerged as the prime candidate technology for providing multi-Gbps data rates in wireless networks. However, communication at mmWave frequencies faces fundamental resiliency challenges due to the high propagation and penetration loss and the use of directional transmissions makes links susceptible to disruption by human blockage. As a result, all today’s commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) devices that are equipped with mmWave radios are dual-band, featuring a second radio operating in the sub-6 GHz frequency band. We envision a similar dual-band architecture for our sensors. However, this results in a fundamental challenge of how to schedule packets belonging to data streams with different latency and reliability requirements between multiple frequency bands, and that too in a power-aware manner. 

Finally, the compute fabric is both distributed and heterogeneous. This happens because today’s edge deployments, and those in the anticipated near-term future, are composed of nodes with different compute capabilities. This makes mapping the analytic computations to the compute fabric challenging. Further, the resource availability at each device changes dynamically. Hence, the mapping needs to be adaptive and dynamic, as well as resilient to mispredictions in resource availability and performance models.

Our proposed architecture: RAMP

To meet these challenges, we envision an analytics platform that will tightly couple the application stack, the network stack, and emerging networking technologies, namely mmWave wireless [38] and programmable switches [32]. First, while mapping computation to the compute fabric, one can leverage the wireless connectivity among the devices and corresponding chances of overhearing neighborhood communication, to estimate the state of the resource availability at the edge servers and the network routers to dynamically adapt the mapping. Second, one can use application-level knowledge of bandwidth, latency, and reliability requirements for network streams, to guide the scheduling and bandwidth allocation decisions at both the network and the link layer. One can also tightly couple the transport and the link layers, for example, by using real time bandwidth estimation techniques for mmWave wireless channels to signal the transport layer of the available bandwidth at the link layer at very fine timescales. Finally, one can leverage emerging programmable network switches [32] to put intelligence into the network, by implementing custom in-network scheduling and load balancing policies for efficient network sharing. Programmable switches can also be leveraged to offload certain analytic computations to reduce the load on the edge servers and to conserve the edge bandwidth. This is a challenging problem because programmable switches are suitable for limited kinds of computation and they should run such computation only if their core capability, namely routing packets at line speed, is not affected.

Figure 1: RAMPs architecture. The analytics on the high bandwidth streams occur in the network switches as well as on the edge servers. The availability of mmWave radio links enables the low latency, high bandwidth transport. Multiple network streams from different sensors, with varying reliability and latency requirements, compete for the communication and the computation resources.

2 APPLICATIONS AND ARCHITECTURE

2.1 Real time analytics on sensor data from smart manufacturing systems

In a smart manufacturing system, various sensors (e.g., vibration, ultrasonic, pressure sensors) are used for process control, automation, production plans, and equipment maintenance. The data from these sensors need to be analyzed in real time to prevent damage to equipment, or in a small subset of cases, to prevent harm to the humans operating on the shop floor.

The sensor devices (vibration, ultrasonic, or pressure sensors) are typically computation and power constrained, hence the analytics on the sensor data from these applications needs to be distributed between the local sensor nodes and some remote analytics platform. Next, the network streams between the sensors and the remote analytics platform require high bandwidth to transmit high bit-rate video frames or full spectrum vibration time series data. The high fidelity video streams consume bandwidth of upwards of 5 Gbps for each stream (uncompressed 1920x1080 stream at 60 fps, the kind needed to make critical decisions based on video such as imperfections in the product coming out of a machine) [12]. Regarding vibration data, the leading edge commercial sensors [14] sense at up to 25.6 KHz and the entire vibration spectrum from 10 Hz to 1 KHz. These streams also require low latency to support real time analytics. Also, these network streams have non-binary reliability requirements,
With an increase in the number of latency-sensitive applications (e.g., several of the algorithms used for video analytics and anomaly detection are robust to some (but not all) packet losses [5, 9, 30, 31]. Finally, the network requirements (bandwidth, latency, reliability) of these streams change dynamically over time. For example, a machine vibration sensor generating normal vibration data might suddenly start to capture some abnormal data, which would require immediately changing the network requirements for those streams to high bandwidth, low latency, and high reliability.

2.2 Architecture

Figure 1 shows our system architecture. The architecture has five key components:

(1) **Sensors.** These include high-definition cameras and machine sensors (e.g., vibration, ultrasonic, pressure sensors). Each sensor is dual-band, i.e., equipped with both mmWave wireless (for high bandwidth communication) and sub-6 GHz radios. There can be few 10s to few 100s of such sensors.

(2) **Wireless Routers.** The sensors directly communicate with wireless routers. There are multiple wireless routers to support the aggregate data rate from all the sensors.

(3) **Programmable Switch.** The wireless routers connect to a switch using wired links. We assume the switch to be programmable, i.e., it can be programmed with custom packet processing logic. A reference programmable switch is Intel Tofino [32], which can be programmed using a domain-specific language called P4 [6], and can achieve orders of magnitude better processing throughput and latency compared to a commodity server [34].

(4) **Edge servers.** The programmable switch connects to one or more edge servers that perform real-time analytics that cannot be performed locally at the sensor nodes.

(5) **Cloud Platform.** Finally, our architecture uses public cloud, such as Amazon AWS, to perform computationally heavy analytics that does not require real-time response.

3 CHALLENGE 1: DISTRIBUTED ANALYTIC COMPUTATIONS

With an increase in the number of latency-sensitive applications that need to be executed based on sensor data, it is attractive to run them on a distributed computation fabric comprising of provisioned edge devices and network routers. These applications themselves are not monolithic, but rather comprise of a DAG of ML functions, with the functions having different latency requirements, resource consumption, and reliability requirements. The computational fabric is heterogeneous spanning from sensor nodes with very limited compute capacity, to edge devices that do not have GPUs (like Raspberry Pis), to those that do have GPUs (like the Jetson series of devices), to emerging programmable switches.

Further, there is many-to-one mapping of the sensor streams to the compute nodes leading to oversubscription and transient unavailability of these devices; in other words, we are dealing with an environment where the reliability is below 100%. There is some element of resource availability prediction that is possible for the edge devices, to varying degrees of lookahead, while with the network elements, their resource availability depends on the exogenous factor of how much data traffic is currently in the system. In the context of the above challenges, our problem formulation is simple — to map the different functions of an application DAG to the heterogeneous mix of these devices, and to make remapping decisions as the dynamic conditions change.

Research Directions

We can take inspiration from the line of work on mapping ML tasks to heterogeneous computing environments. Such work has shown the ability to perform this mapping in an agile manner, and optimizing the different metrics of interest in different papers, such as, utilization of the computer cluster [15], latency [35], or availability [27]. Some works have considered a two-class heterogeneity in that there is a sensor device which is generating the data stream and an edge device and a partitioning of the task is done between the two [8, 33]. This line of work has not considered DAGs of applications, which introduce the challenge that the end-to-end performance may have a complex dependency on the performance of each function, an aspect that is well understood in the distributed systems and performance modeling literature [11, 17].

The solution approach that we are pursuing has three key insights and correspondingly, three design ideas. First, it is possible to expose some tuning knobs for many ML functions which allow us to play in the tradeoff space of accuracy versus latency or resource consumption, e.g., in our work on embedded object classification [36] and object detection [37]. Second, in our environment with wireless connectivity among the devices and corresponding chances of overhearing neighborhood communication, it is possible to estimate the state of the resource availability at the edge devices and the network routers. Third, it is possible to build incremental models for the end-to-end performance in a DAG that can be dynamically instantiated and queried in a prompt manner as dynamic conditions change [19].

4 CHALLENGE 2: ADAPTIVE NETWORK SHARING

The network channel between the sensors and the edge servers is shared by multiple network streams originating at different sensors. These streams have heterogeneous network requirements in terms of bandwidth, latency, and reliability. For example, some streams carry more critical data than others, and hence demand lower response latency and
bigger share of bandwidth between the sensors and the edge server. Similarly, different streams also have different (non-binary) reliability requirements. For example, if a machine vibration sensor is continually generating the same normal vibration data, loss of some of that data would not affect the actuation response. However, if it generates abnormal data, it must be delivered with 100% reliability. More crucially, the network requirements for each stream can change dynamically over time, and hence, the network must be adaptive to meet these dynamically changing heterogeneous network requirements. This problem is exacerbated even further in larger deployments with 100s of sensors, where the edge bandwidth becomes a bottleneck and the network needs to handle many-to-one communication between the sensors and the edge server. Such communication patterns, called Incast, are extremely hard to handle and are known to cause throughput collapse [7]. And while there have been several works [10, 13, 20] to handle Incast, they have all focused on datacenter-like environment and do not directly apply to our environment with a mixture of wired and wireless links. Also existing solutions only reduce the chances of throughput collapse, instead of completely eliminating it.

**Research Directions**

To meet these challenges, we envision a platform that tightly integrates the application, transport, and data link layers of the network stack, and further leverages switch programmability to make adaptive and intelligent scheduling and congestion control decisions. First, in our recent work [3], we show that by using carefully designed neural networks, we can accurately predict the available wireless link bandwidth at very fine timescales, which we can then communicate to the transport layer to guide optimal bandwidth allocation for network streams. Second, we can use switch programmability to communicate custom congestion signals to the transport layer at the sensors in real time for effective congestion control under scenarios such as Incast. Finally, we can tightly couple the application and the network stack, by making applications communicate their custom network requirements, such as bandwidth and latency requirements, priority of a packet, required degree of reliability, etc. to the network stack, and letting the network enforce those requirements. In that regard, we can again leverage the programmability of switches [25, 26] to implement custom scheduling policies inside the switch to enforce global network requirements across network streams from multiple sensors.

5 **CHALLENGE 3: USING MMWAVE WITH OTHER NETWORK MODALITIES**

A key research challenge in dual-band devices, equipped with both mmWave and sub-6 GHz radios, is to determine which radio to use at any given time. Selecting the right radio is challenging because mmWave and sub-6 GHz radios have very different features including supported data rates, range, link stability, reliability, and power consumption. First, mmWave technologies (e.g., 802.11ad) support multi-Gbps data rates but only at ranges up to a few 10s of ft [1, 23]. Second, the data rate of mmWave links fluctuates rapidly, even under static, line-of-sight (LOS) conditions, whereas the data rate of sub-6 GHz WiFi (e.g., 802.11ac/ax) is much more stable [1, 23, 28]. Hence, for applications with strict timing guarantees it may be preferable to use sub-6 GHz WiFi for communication at the cost of reduced throughput. Third, mmWave signals are easily blocked by objects and human bodies [1, 28, 29], resulting in temporary link outages. Given that even optimized blockage detection and interface switching solutions [28] can take up to 100 ms in the worst case and algorithms on COTS devices take several seconds [22, 28], simultaneously utilizing both interfaces might be preferable for high-priority streams. Finally, the two technologies have very different power profiles [2, 24]. While for sub-6 GHz WiFi the Tx power for a given data rate is much higher than the Rx power, as is the case for most wireless technologies, the trend is reversed for 802.11ad: the Tx power is lower than the Rx power and much lower than the 802.11ac/802.11ax Tx power even for very high data rates.

**Research Directions**

In the following, we outline three research directions based on the key idea in the design of Ramps—tight coupling of the application and network stacks—seeking to balance three (often conflicting) goals: satisfy the application requirements (data rate, reliability, latency, analytics accuracy), achieve energy efficiency, and provide resiliency against the rapidly fluctuating and unpredictable mmWave channel. First, given the low latency requirements of certain applications and the rapid throughput fluctuation and sensitivity to blockage of mmWave links, we envision simultaneous use of mmWave and sub-6 GHz radios for communication via transport [22] or link layer solutions [4]. For example, in our recent work [22], we showed for first time that it is possible to effectively bundle the two radios by designing MuSher, a throughput-ratio-aware MPTCP scheduler that assigns packets to the two interfaces at a ratio equal to the ratio of the bandwidths of the two interfaces, with the goal of maximizing throughput. Second, we will consider multihop mmWave networking to extend the communication range for bandwidth-demanding applications. For example, a recent work [18] proposed Spider, a dual-band multihop network architecture for video analytics, consisting of a mmWave data plane and a separate WiFi control plane. We also envision a unified control-data plane architecture that would allow different types of control and data packets to use either of the two frequency bands, depending on availability and needs. Finally, we emphasize that the designs of both transport/link layer packet schedulers and multihop solutions have to be
energy-aware. For example, in our recent work [16], we outlined the design of a simple energy-aware MPTCP scheduler, based on the insights from [2]. Such simple designs have to be revisited in more complex scenarios (e.g., involving blockage) as well as in the case of multihop dual-band networks, where communication involves two IoT devices, one acting as a transmitter – consuming low (high) power in the case of 802.11ad (802.11ac) and one as a receiver, where the power consumption relationship is reversed.

6 TAKEAWAYS

We have laid out an architecture for high-bandwidth IoT scenarios where low latency sense-compute-actuate loops are required. Real time IoT analytics remains a challenging problem due to the distributed nature of the analytics platform, comprising sensors, edge server(s), and actuators. We argue for an analytics platform that tightly couples the application stack, the network stack, and the emerging wireless networking technologies, namely mmWave wireless and programmable switches.
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